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Built between earth and sky, rooftop gardens rebuild a direct
contact between humans and nature, becoming the symbol of
a sustainable and innovative architecture
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1990
DAKU Italia starts operating in Italy, as a branch of DAKU
GmBH

1997
DAKU Italia S.r.l. is established

2003
Daku Italia acquires f rom Daku GmbH the exclusive use
of the DAKU trademark in Italy. The two companies start
collaborating for R&D

2008
Thanks to its new commercial network, DAKU Italia starts
operating with total independence

2019
DAKU Italia f iles the patent for the “DAKU IRRIGA”
technology and starts the R&D for the “DAKU Blue Green
Roof ” project

2020
DAKU Italia is certif ied as “PMI innovativa”

2021
Thanks to the 1.350.000 m2 of green roofs it has built and
the 1.650 projects it has completed in over 30 years, DAKU
Italia conf irms itself as the market leader in Italy

History

DAKU Italia PROMISES its customers and the environment
to bring nature on the roof.

Mission

DAKU’s priority and focus are to PROTECT biodiversity
in urban environments, by building rooftop gardens that
reduce the human impact.
DAKU Italia offers THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY,
a wide-spread commercial network and the ability to
operate everywhere.
DAKU Italia aims at reaching its goals while REDUCING
costs, by developing new digital technologies and creating
a network of companies to simplify logistics.

Our rooftop gardens are designed and certified by architects
and engineers. Our gardens are not only decorative elements,
but also real architectural and technological solutions for
the environment

A provider of advanced green roof systems
DAKU guarantees its customers the best technology and
supports construction companies in order to optimize the
installation of DAKU systems.
For over 25 years, DAKU has provided systems that are
advanced, high-quality and innovative. All systems are
highly-tested and COMPLY with the UNI 11235-15 standard.

A General Contractor for green roofs
DAKU Italia SUPPORTS architects f inding the best and
most affordable solutions. DAKU’s team also assists them
designing all the details of the green roof.
DAKU assists companies by offering to install COMPLETE
roof packages, f rom the waterproof surface to the
insulation coat.
DAKU guarantees ASSISTANCE after the installation, to
make sure the system is operating correctly.

For over 25 years in Italy, DAKU has represented an ideal
partner for construction companies, providing technological
solutions that reduce costs and construction time.

Company overview

Our customer care service is tailored to the needs of EACH
customer.
Each time customers need it, they can count on a team of
professionals DEDICATED to them. These professionals will
provide quick and precise answers, SUITED to their needs.

Customer care

DAKU’s team will ALWAYS be available to support all steps
of the project, f rom the design to the installation.
Furthermore, the most urgent requests will be discussed
immediately through SKYPE and then a team’s member
will be on site as soon as possible.

Enjoy an exclusive and glamorous garden in the middle of
buildings and concrete. Think of a place where you can relax
and spend time with your loved ones or friends. Discover
how to realize your desires

Green roofs’ energetic performances can always be
improved
DAKU believes that technological improvement comes
f rom one simple idea: water is a natural ENERGY SOURCE,
not using it is a waste
DAKU believes in a new way of designing buildings, based
on sustainability. SAVING resources and using them with
EFFICIENCY are key elements for contemporary projects.

DAKU is working to make green roofs more and more
eff icient
Following this philosophy, DAKU has researched and f iled
a patent for an innovative system: BGR (Blue Green Roof).
DAKU set the following goals: REDUCING the effects of
heavy rain, with less water going to waste; REDUCING the
amount of water used to irrigate the roof; IMPROVING the
energetic eff iciency of the roof; MAXIMIZING the positive
effects of the natural thermal regulation

DAKU is constantly developing new sustainable and
resilient systems

Future and innovation

Highlights

+25 years
of experience
+ 1.350.000

m2

built

+ 1600 projects
completed
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